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Aimed at "the mathematically traumatized," this text
offers nontechnical coverage of graph theory, with
exercises. Discusses planar graphs, Euler's formula,
Platonic graphs, coloring, the genus of a graph, Euler
walks, Hamilton walks, more. 1976 edition.
Because of its inherent simplicity, graph theory has a
wide range of applications in engineering, and in physical
sciences. It has of course uses in social sciences, in
linguistics and in numerous other areas. In fact, a graph
can be used to represent almost any physical situation
involving discrete objects and the relationship among
them. Now with the solutions to engineering and other
problems becoming so complex leading to larger graphs,
it is virtually difficult to analyze without the use of
computers. This book is recommended in IIT Kharagpur,
West Bengal for B.Tech Computer Science, NIT
Arunachal Pradesh, NIT Nagaland, NIT Agartala, NIT
Silchar, Gauhati University, Dibrugarh University, North
Eastern Regional Institute of Management, Assam
Engineering College, West Bengal Univerity of
Technology (WBUT) for B.Tech, M.Tech Computer
Science, University of Burdwan, West Bengal for B.Tech.
Computer Science, Jadavpur University, West Bengal for
M.Sc. Computer Science, Kalyani College of
Engineering, West Bengal for B.Tech. Computer
Science. Key Features: This book provides a rigorous
yet informal treatment of graph theory with an emphasis
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on computational aspects of graph theory and graphtheoretic algorithms. Numerous applications to actual
engineering problems are incorpo-rated with software
design and optimization topics.
An effort has been made to present the various topics in
the theory of graphs in a logical order, to indicate the
historical background, and to clarify the exposition by
including figures to illustrate concepts and results. In
addition, there are three appendices which provide
diagrams of graphs, directed graphs, and trees. The
emphasis throughout is on theorems rather than
algorithms or applications, which however are
occaisionally mentioned.
This book is in honor of the 80th birthday of Stephen
Hedetniemi. It describes advanced material in graph
theory in the areas of domination, coloring, spanning
cycles and circuits, and distance that grew out of
research topics investigated by Stephen Hedetniemi.
The purpose of this book is to provide background and
principal results on these topics, along with same related
problems and conjectures, for researchers in these
areas. The most important features deal with material,
results, and problems that researchers may not be aware
of but may find of interest. Each chapter contains results,
methods and information that will give readers the
necessary background to investigate each topic in more
detail.
Stimulating and accessible, this undergraduate-level text
covers basic graph theory, colorings of graphs, circuits
and cycles, labeling graphs, drawings of graphs,
measurements of closeness to planarity, graphs on
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surfaces, and applications and algorithms. 1994 edition.
The study of network theory is a highly interdisciplinary
field, which has emerged as a major topic of interest in
various disciplines ranging from physics and
mathematics, to biology and sociology. This book
promotes the diverse nature of the study of complex
networks by balancing the needs of students from very
different backgrounds. It references the most commonly
used concepts in network theory, provides examples of
their applications in solving practical problems, and clear
indications on how to analyse their results. In the first
part of the book, students and researchers will discover
the quantitative and analytical tools necessary to work
with complex networks, including the most basic
concepts in network and graph theory, linear and matrix
algebra, as well as the physical concepts most frequently
used for studying networks. They will also find instruction
on some key skills such as how to proof analytic results
and how to manipulate empirical network data. The bulk
of the text is focused on instructing readers on the most
useful tools for modern practitioners of network theory.
These include degree distributions, random networks,
network fragments, centrality measures, clusters and
communities, communicability, and local and global
properties of networks. The combination of theory,
example and method that are presented in this text,
should ready the student to conduct their own analysis of
networks with confidence and allow teachers to select
appropriate examples and problems to teach this subject
in the classroom.
With Chromatic Graph Theory, Second Edition, the
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authors present various fundamentals of graph theory
that lie outside of graph colorings, including basic
terminology and results, trees and connectivity, Eulerian
and Hamiltonian graphs, matchings and factorizations,
and graph embeddings. Readers will see that the
authors accomplished the primary goal of this textbook,
which is to introduce graph theory with a coloring theme
and to look at graph colorings in various ways. The
textbook also covers vertex colorings and bounds for the
chromatic number, vertex colorings of graphs embedded
on surfaces, and a variety of restricted vertex colorings.
The authors also describe edge colorings,
monochromatic and rainbow edge colorings, complete
vertex colorings, several distinguishing vertex and edge
colorings. Features of the Second Edition: The book can
be used for a first course in graph theory as well as a
graduate course The primary topic in the book is graph
coloring The book begins with an introduction to graph
theory so assumes no previous course The authors are
the most widely-published team on graph theory Many
new examples and exercises enhance the new edition
Written by two of the most prominent figures in the field
of graph theory, this comprehensive text provides a
remarkably student-friendly approach. Geared toward
undergraduates taking a first course in graph theory, its
sound yet accessible treatment emphasizes the history
of graph theory and offers unique examples and lucid
proofs. 2004 edition.

Now with solutions to selected problems, Applied
Combinatorics, Second Edition presents the tools of
combinatorics from an applied point of view. This
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bestselling textbook offers numerous references to
the literature of combinatorics and its applications
that enable readers to delve more deeply into the
topics.After introducing fundamental counting
Graph theory goes back several centuries and
revolves around the study of graphs—mathematical
structures showing relations between objects. With
applications in biology, computer science,
transportation science, and other areas, graph
theory encompasses some of the most beautiful
formulas in mathematics—and some of its most
famous problems. The Fascinating World of Graph
Theory explores the questions and puzzles that have
been studied, and often solved, through graph
theory. This book looks at graph theory's
development and the vibrant individuals responsible
for the field's growth. Introducing fundamental
concepts, the authors explore a diverse plethora of
classic problems such as the Lights Out Puzzle, and
each chapter contains math exercises for readers to
savor. An eye-opening journey into the world of
graphs, The Fascinating World of Graph Theory
offers exciting problem-solving possibilities for
mathematics and beyond.
Professionelle elektronische Ausgabe erhältlich
direkt bei http://diestel-graphtheory.com/german/Profi.html Detailliert und klar,
sowie stets mit Blick auf das Wesentliche, führt
dieses Buch in die Graphentheorie ein. Zu jedem
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Themenkomplex stellt es sorgfältig die Grundlagen
dar und beweist dann ein oder zwei tiefere typische
Sätze, oftmals ergänzt durch eine informelle
Diskussion ihrer tragenden Ideen. Es vermittelt so
exemplarisch die wichtigsten Methoden der heutigen
Graphentheorie, einschließlich moderner Techniken
wie Regularitätslemma, Zufallsgraphen,
Baumzerlegungen und Minoren. Aus den
Besprechungen: "Eine hervorragende und mit
größter Sorgfalt geschriebene Einführung in die
moderne Graphentheorie, die sich in den Kanon der
prägenden Lehrbücher einreihen wird. Vorbehaltlos
zu empfehlen.“ DMV-Jahresbericht "Ein Höhepunkt
ist das Kapitel zur Minorentheorie von Robertson
und Seymour: mit Abstand die beste in der Literatur
zu findende Darstellung." Mathematika „Das Buch
wurde enthusiastisch aufgenommen – und hat es
allemal verdient. Eine meisterhaft klare Darlegung
der modernen Graphentheorie." ICA Bulletin
"Fantastisch gelungen ... ein verdammt gutes Buch."
MAA Reviews "Tief, klar, wunderbar. Ein
anspruchsvolles Buch aus dem Herzen der
Graphentheorie, voll von Tiefe und Integrität." SIAM
Review
Concisely written, gentle introduction to graph theory
suitable as a textbook or for self-study Graphtheoretic applications from diverse fields (computer
science, engineering, chemistry, management
science) 2nd ed. includes new chapters on labeling
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and communications networks and small worlds, as
well as expanded beginner's material Many
additional changes, improvements, and corrections
resulting from classroom use
Lectures given in F. Harary's seminar course,
University College of London, Dept. of Mathematics,
1962-1963.
The concept of a graph is fundamental in
mathematics since it conveniently encodes diverse
relations and facilitates combinatorial analysis of
many complicated counting problems. In this book,
the authors have traced the origins of graph theory
from its humble beginnings of recreational
mathematics to its modern setting for modeling
communication networks as is evidenced by the
World Wide Web graph used by many Internet
search engines. This book is an introduction to graph
theory and combinatorial analysis. It is based on
courses given by the second author at Queen's
University at Kingston, Ontario, Canada between
2002 and 2008. The courses were aimed at students
in their final year of their undergraduate program.
Graph-structured data is ubiquitous throughout the
natural and social sciences, from telecommunication
networks to quantum chemistry. Building relational
inductive biases into deep learning architectures is
crucial for creating systems that can learn, reason,
and generalize from this kind of data. Recent years
have seen a surge in research on graph
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representation learning, including techniques for
deep graph embeddings, generalizations of
convolutional neural networks to graph-structured
data, and neural message-passing approaches
inspired by belief propagation. These advances in
graph representation learning have led to new stateof-the-art results in numerous domains, including
chemical synthesis, 3D vision, recommender
systems, question answering, and social network
analysis. This book provides a synthesis and
overview of graph representation learning. It begins
with a discussion of the goals of graph
representation learning as well as key
methodological foundations in graph theory and
network analysis. Following this, the book introduces
and reviews methods for learning node embeddings,
including random-walk-based methods and
applications to knowledge graphs. It then provides a
technical synthesis and introduction to the highly
successful graph neural network (GNN) formalism,
which has become a dominant and fast-growing
paradigm for deep learning with graph data. The
book concludes with a synthesis of recent
advancements in deep generative models for
graphs—a nascent but quickly growing subset of
graph representation learning.
This textbook introduces basic algorithms and
explains their analytical methods. All algorithms and
methods introduced in this book are well known and
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frequently used in real programs. Intended to be selfcontained, the contents start with the basic models,
and no prerequisite knowledge is required. This book
is appropriate for undergraduate students in
computer science, mathematics, and engineering as
a textbook, and is also appropriate for self-study by
beginners who are interested in the fascinating field
of algorithms. More than 40 exercises are distributed
throughout the text, and their difficulty levels are
indicated. Solutions and comments for all the
exercises are provided in the last chapter. These
detailed solutions will enable readers to follow the
author’s steps to solve problems and to gain a
better understanding of the contents. Although
details of the proofs and the analyses of algorithms
are also provided, the mathematical descriptions in
this book are not beyond the range of high school
mathematics. Some famous real puzzles are also
used to describe the algorithms. These puzzles are
quite suitable for explaining the basic techniques of
algorithms, which show how to solve these puzzles.
Drawing on many years'experience of teaching
discrete mathem atics to students of all levels,
Anderson introduces such as pects as enumeration,
graph theory and configurations or arr angements.
Starting with an introduction to counting and rel ated
problems, he moves on to the basic ideas of graph
theor y with particular emphasis on trees and planar
graphs. He de scribes the inclusion-exclusion
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principle followed by partit ions of sets which in turn
leads to a study of Stirling and Bell numbers. Then
follows a treatment of Hamiltonian cycles, Eulerian
circuits in graphs, and Latin squares as well as proof
of Hall's theorem. He concludes with the
constructions of schedules and a brief introduction to
block designs. Each chapter is backed by a number
of examples, with straightforw ard applications of
ideas and more challenging problems.
A Course on the Web Graph provides a
comprehensive introduction to state-of-the-art
research on the applications of graph theory to realworld networks such as the web graph. It is the first
mathematically rigorous textbook discussing both
models of the web graph and algorithms for
searching the web. After introducing key tools
required for the study of web graph mathematics, an
overview is given of the most widely studied models
for the web graph. A discussion of popular web
search algorithms, e.g. PageRank, is followed by
additional topics, such as applications of infinite
graph theory to the web graph, spectral properties of
power law graphs, domination in the web graph, and
the spread of viruses in networks. The book is based
on a graduate course taught at the AARMS 2006
Summer School at Dalhousie University. As such it
is self-contained and includes over 100 exercises.
The reader of the book will gain a working
knowledge of current research in graph theory and
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its modern applications. In addition, the reader will
learn first-hand about models of the web, and the
mathematics underlying modern search engines.
An introductory text in graph theory, this treatment
covers primary techniques and includes both
algorithmic and theoretical problems. Algorithms are
presented with a minimum of advanced data
structures and programming details. 1988 edition.
This is a textbook for an introductory combinatorics
course lasting one or two semesters. An extensive
list of problems, ranging from routine exercises to
research questions, is included. In each section,
there are also exercises that contain material not
explicitly discussed in the preceding text, so as to
provide instructors with extra choices if they want to
shift the emphasis of their course. Just as with the
first three editions, the new edition walks the reader
through the classic parts of combinatorial
enumeration and graph theory, while also discussing
some recent progress in the area: on the one hand,
providing material that will help students learn the
basic techniques, and on the other hand, showing
that some questions at the forefront of research are
comprehensible and accessible to the talented and
hardworking undergraduate. The basic topics
discussed are: the twelvefold way, cycles in
permutations, the formula of inclusion and exclusion,
the notion of graphs and trees, matchings, Eulerian
and Hamiltonian cycles, and planar graphs. New to
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this edition are the Quick Check exercises at the end
of each section. In all, the new edition contains about
240 new exercises. Extra examples were added to
some sections where readers asked for them. The
selected advanced topics are: Ramsey theory,
pattern avoidance, the probabilistic method, partially
ordered sets, the theory of designs, enumeration
under group action, generating functions of labeled
and unlabeled structures and algorithms and
complexity. The book encourages students to learn
more combinatorics, provides them with a not only
useful but also enjoyable and engaging reading. The
Solution Manual is available upon request for all
instructors who adopt this book as a course text.
Please send your request to sales@wspc.com. The
previous edition of this textbook has been adopted at
various schools including UCLA, MIT, University of
Michigan, and Swarthmore College. It was also
translated into Korean.
This book provides the reader with a comprehensive
introduction to functional analysis. Topics include
normed linear and Hilbert spaces, the Hahn-Banach
theorem, the closed graph theorem, the open
mapping theorem, linear operator theory, the
spectral theory, and a brief introduction to the
Lebesgue measure. The book explains the
motivation for the development of these theories,
and applications that illustrate the theories in action.
Applications in optimal control theory, variational
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problems, wavelet analysis and dynamical systems
are also highlighted. ‘A First Course in Functional
Analysis’ will serve as a ready reference to students
not only of mathematics, but also of allied subjects in
applied mathematics, physics, statistics and
engineering.
Revised throughout Includes new chapters on the
network simplex algorithm and a section on the five
color theorem Recent developments are discussed
Offering a solid introduction to the entire modeling
process, A FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL
MODELING, 4th Edition delivers an excellent
balance of theory and practice, giving students
hands-on experience developing and sharpening
their skills in the modeling process. Throughout the
book, students practice key facets of modeling,
including creative and empirical model construction,
model analysis, and model research. The authors
apply a proven six-step problem-solving process to
enhance students' problem-solving capabilities -whatever their level. Rather than simply emphasizing
the calculation step, the authors first ensure that
students learn how to identify problems, construct or
select models, and figure out what data needs to be
collected. By involving students in the mathematical
process as early as possible -- beginning with short
projects -- the book facilitates their progressive
development and confidence in mathematics and
modeling. Important Notice: Media content
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referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
This book covers various topics in graph theory such
as Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs, planarity,
colouring and digraph. A complete vector spaces
associated with graphs, rarely found in textbooks is
an important feature of the book. Chapters with
exhaustive notes, references and exercises further
aid understanding for the undergraduate students.
The text covers random graphs from the basic to the
advanced, including numerous exercises and
recommendations for further reading.
An in-depth account of graph theory, written for serious
students of mathematics and computer science. It
reflects the current state of the subject and emphasises
connections with other branches of pure mathematics.
Recognising that graph theory is one of several courses
competing for the attention of a student, the book
contains extensive descriptive passages designed to
convey the flavour of the subject and to arouse interest.
In addition to a modern treatment of the classical areas
of graph theory, the book presents a detailed account of
newer topics, including Szemerédis Regularity Lemma
and its use, Shelahs extension of the Hales-Jewett
Theorem, the precise nature of the phase transition in a
random graph process, the connection between
electrical networks and random walks on graphs, and the
Tutte polynomial and its cousins in knot theory.
Moreover, the book contains over 600 well thought-out
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exercises: although some are straightforward, most are
substantial, and some will stretch even the most able
reader.
Recently, it became apparent that a large number of the
most interesting structures and phenomena of the world
can be described by networks. To develop a
mathematical theory of very large networks is an
important challenge. This book describes one recent
approach to this theory, the limit theory of graphs which
has emerged over the last decade.
This textbook can serve as a comprehensive manual of
discrete mathematics and graph theory for nonComputer Science majors; as a reference and study aid
for professionals and researchers who have not taken
any discrete math course before. It can also be used as
a reference book for a course on Discrete Mathematics
in Computer Science or Mathematics curricula. The
study of discrete mathematics is one of the first courses
on curricula in various disciplines such as Computer
Science, Mathematics and Engineering education
practices. Graphs are key data structures used to
represent networks, chemical structures, games etc. and
are increasingly used more in various applications such
as bioinformatics and the Internet. Graph theory has
gone through an unprecedented growth in the last few
decades both in terms of theory and implementations;
hence it deserves a thorough treatment which is not
adequately found in any other contemporary books on
discrete mathematics, whereas about 40% of this
textbook is devoted to graph theory. The text follows an
algorithmic approach for discrete mathematics and graph
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problems where applicable, to reinforce learning and to
show how to implement the concepts in real-world
applications.
Written by two prominent figures in the field, this
comprehensive text provides a remarkably studentfriendly approach. Its sound yet accessible treatment
emphasizes the history of graph theory and offers unique
examples and lucid proofs. 2004 edition.
Continuing to provide a carefully written, thorough
introduction, Graphs & Digraphs, Fifth Edition expertly
describes the concepts, theorems, history, and
applications of graph theory. Nearly 50 percent longer
than its bestselling predecessor, this edition reorganizes
the material and presents many new topics. New to the
Fifth Edition New or expanded coverage of graph minors,
perfect graphs, chromatic polynomials, nowhere-zero
flows, flows in networks, degree sequences, toughness,
list colorings, and list edge colorings New examples,
figures, and applications to illustrate concepts and
theorems Expanded historical discussions of well-known
mathematicians and problems More than 300 new
exercises, along with hints and solutions to oddnumbered exercises at the back of the book
Reorganization of sections into subsections to make the
material easier to read Bolded definitions of terms,
making them easier to locate Despite a field that has
evolved over the years, this student-friendly, classroomtested text remains the consummate introduction to
graph theory. It explores the subject’s fascinating history
and presents a host of interesting problems and diverse
applications.
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Graph Theory: An Introduction to Proofs, Algorithms, and
Applications Graph theory is the study of interactions,
conflicts, and connections. The relationship between
collections of discrete objects can inform us about the
overall network in which they reside, and graph theory
can provide an avenue for analysis. This text, for the first
undergraduate course, will explore major topics in graph
theory from both a theoretical and applied viewpoint.
Topics will progress from understanding basic
terminology, to addressing computational questions, and
finally ending with broad theoretical results. Examples
and exercises will guide the reader through this
progression, with particular care in strengthening proof
techniques and written mathematical explanations.
Current applications and exploratory exercises are
provided to further the reader’s mathematical reasoning
and understanding of the relevance of graph theory to
the modern world. Features The first chapter introduces
graph terminology, mathematical modeling using graphs,
and a review of proof techniques featured throughout the
book The second chapter investigates three major route
problems: eulerian circuits, hamiltonian cycles, and
shortest paths. The third chapter focuses entirely on
trees – terminology, applications, and theory. Four
additional chapters focus around a major graph concept:
connectivity, matching, coloring, and planarity. Each
chapter brings in a modern application or approach.
Hints and Solutions to selected exercises provided at the
back of the book. Author Karin R. Saoub is an Associate
Professor of Mathematics at Roanoke College in Salem,
Virginia. She earned her PhD in mathematics from
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Arizona State University and BA from Wellesley College.
Her research focuses on graph coloring and on-line
algorithms applied to tolerance graphs. She is also the
author of A Tour Through Graph Theory, published by
CRC Press.
A First Course in Graph TheoryCourier Corporation
Graph algebras are a family of operator algebras which are
associated to directed graphs. These algebras have an
attractive structure theory in which algebraic properties of the
algebra are related to the behaviour of paths in the underlying
graph. In the past few years there has been a great deal of
activity in this area, and graph algebras have cropped up in a
surprising variety of situations, including non-abelian duality,
non-commutative geometry, and the classification of simple
$C^*$-algebras. The first part of the book provides an
introduction to the subject suitable for students who have
seen a first course on the basics of $C^*$-algebras. In the
second part, the author surveys the literature on the structure
theory of graph algebras, highlights some applications of this
theory, and discusses several recent generalisations which
seem particularly promising.
Chartrand and Zhangs Discrete Mathematics presents a
clearly written, student-friendly introduction to discrete
mathematics. The authors draw from their background as
researchers and educators to offer lucid discussions and
descriptions fundamental to the subject of discrete
mathematics. Unique among discrete mathematics textbooks
for its treatment of proof techniques and graph theory, topics
discussed also include logic, relations and functions
(especially equivalence relations and bijective functions),
algorithms and analysis of algorithms, introduction to number
theory, combinatorics (counting, the Pascal triangle, and the
binomial theorem), discrete probability, partially ordered sets,
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lattices and Boolean algebras, cryptography, and finite-state
machines. This highly versatile text provides mathematical
background used in a wide variety of disciplines, including
mathematics and mathematics education, computer science,
biology, chemistry, engineering, communications, and
business. Some of the major features and strengths of this
textbook Numerous, carefully explained examples and
applications facilitate learning. More than 1,600 exercises,
ranging from elementary to challenging, are included with
hints/answers to all odd-numbered exercises. Descriptions of
proof techniques are accessible and lively. Students benefit
from the historical discussions throughout the textbook.
Originally published in 2001, reissued as part of Pearson's
modern classic series.
In its second edition, expanded with new chapters on
domination in graphs and on the spectral properties of
graphs, this book offers a solid background in the basics of
graph theory. Introduces such topics as Dirac's theorem on kconnected graphs and more.
This book aims to explain the basics of graph theory that are
needed at an introductory level for students in computer or
information sciences. To motivate students and to show that
even these basic notions can be extremely useful, the book
also aims to provide an introduction to the modern field of
network science. Mathematics is often unnecessarily difficult
for students, at times even intimidating. For this reason,
explicit attention is paid in the first chapters to mathematical
notations and proof techniques, emphasizing that the
notations form the biggest obstacle, not the mathematical
concepts themselves. This approach allows to gradually
prepare students for using tools that are necessary to put
graph theory to work: complex networks. In the second part of
the book the student learns about random networks, small
worlds, the structure of the Internet and the Web, peer-toPage 19/20
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peer systems, and social networks. Again, everything is
discussed at an elementary level, but such that in the end
students indeed have the feeling that they: 1.Have learned
how to read and understand the basic mathematics related to
graph theory. 2.Understand how basic graph theory can be
applied to optimization problems such as routing in
communication networks. 3.Know a bit more about this
sometimes mystical field of small worlds and random
networks. There is an accompanying web site
www.distributed-systems.net/gtcn from where supplementary
material can be obtained, including exercises, Mathematica
notebooks, data for analyzing graphs, and generators for
various complex networks.
These notes were first used in an introductory course team
taught by the authors at Appalachian State University to
advanced undergraduates and beginning graduates. The text
was written with four pedagogical goals in mind: offer a
variety of topics in one course, get to the main themes and
tools as efficiently as possible, show the relationships
between the different topics, and include recent results to
convince students that mathematics is a living discipline.
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